WINE MADE EASY

Wine is far less complicated than chess and tastes good. Paul Masson has twelve table wines; 7 white, 4 red, 1 pink. All of them are delicious but each is different. So, we invite you to send for our free booklet which tells the how and when and why of Paul Masson wines. In no time you'll be ready for any match with menus. [The chess problem above was worked out for us by George Koltanowski, Author and blindfold Chess Champion; White to play and mate in two moves. If you'd like to match wits with him fill out part 2 of the coupon below; if not just stick to part 1. Either way it's your move.]

PAUL MASSON

Dear Paul Masson Vineyards, Saratoga, California:

1 □ Please send me your booklet on table wines.

2 □ Here is my solution for Mr. Koltanowski. I shall be delighted to receive his and his free brochure “100 Chess Traps” even if I'm wrong. I shall be even more delighted if my answer is among the first correct 10 checked after April 30, 1961 and I win a copy of Mr. Koltanowski’s book “Adventures of a Chess Master”
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